Supply Chain Management Solutions

Solution Overview
360-Degree Visibility, Procurement to Retirement,
in the Warehouse and the Field

“With this new Supply Chain
innovation, our company
now offers the ultimate in
transparency, efficiency and
accuracy — any time, anywhere.
We are pleased to make this
investment in achieving peak
performance for our customers.”
- CEO, Merit

Apptricity Supply Chain Management (SCM) is
an integrated mobile solution suite that brings
a new level of efficiency to your organization’s
management of assets, inventory, field service
and warehouse operations. By streamlining and
automating end-to-end management, Apptricity
SCM saves you both time and money while
giving you complete visibility and control, all in
real-time.
With the ability to customize all fields, screens and
menus, Apptricity SCM addresses the needs of
organizations of any size. Its sophisticated integration
engine connects directly to your existing systems,
providing robust cross-functional capability while
helping you maximize the value of your corporate
resources. Available separately or within an integrated
system, the solutions can be deployed in your data
center or in the cloud. Apptricity SCM modules
include Asset, Field Services, Inventory, Warehouse,
and Work Order.

Apptricity Asset

Within Apptricity SCM, the Asset module manages
the entire asset lifecycle, including monitoring unused
and assigned equipment, and also tracks service
contracts and maintenance schedules. Depreciation
models are simplified through the system’s valuation
capabilities.
Apptricity Asset utilizes GPS technology as well
as radio frequency identification (RFID) tags and/
or barcodes for enhanced tracking and location
verification. Location history and complete chainof-custody records are maintained for every asset.
You can accurately account for all assets across
each facility and gain immediate access to the
procurement-to-retirement lifecycle using real-time
data available through any web-enabled device.
Scanning assets immediately synchronizes them with
our Asset module. In areas without Wi-Fi, users can
scan assets and automatically sync the data once a
network becomes available.
www.apptricity.com

Apptricity is a leading global provider of IoT and M2M
mobile enterprise solutions for supply chain management
and spend management.

For more information, please visit:
www.apptricity.com
Global: +1 214.596.0601
USA: 800.693.2193

Apptricity Field Services

Apptricity Warehouse

Accessible on any web-enabled device, Apptricity Field
Services provides real-time information, making your
field operations measurably more effective, efficient
and profitable. Fleet personnel across your enterprise
have the tools they need to efficiently manage daily
maintenance activities in light of the long-term strategic
goals of your organization.

Apptricity Warehouse enables you to manage your
entire operation — from inbound shipments to inventory
control as well as picking and shipping. Specialized
tools help minimize lost revenue from stock-outs,
spoilage and shrinkage.

GPS technology, as well as RFID tags and barcodes,
provide enhanced tracking and location verification, so
you never lose track of inventory as it is stored, loaded
on vehicles, used or delivered. The solution significantly
reduces excessive service calls and ensures that
“lost” tools and equipment are no longer an issue.
Field Services can also track labor hours for each
task, allowing for more accurate billing and business
intelligence reporting
Built-in reporting features provide precise analytics
to help improve equipment availability, reliability and
longevity. In summary, Field Services vastly improves
your visibility by closely monitoring fleet maintenance
and repair operations, staff assignments, outsourced
work, and more.

Apptricity Inventory
Configurable for remote, depot or other fluid distribution
environments, Apptricity Inventory gives you the ability
to manage inventory across multiple sites in your
supply chain. Personnel can access data supported by
a user-friendly interface using any web-enabled device.
Users can also perform inventory control processes
such as movements, adjustments and receiving and
gain real-time visibility across multiple facilities. In
addition, the streamlined nature of the system affords a
dramatically reduced implementation timeframe, giving
you the benefit of a rapid ROI.

Learn how Apptricity SCM can improve
visibility, help you stay ahead of your
competitors, make more informed
decisions, and increase your ROI.

The system reduces the need for employee training
while it improves support for seasonal workers. The
ability to optimize pick locations based on usage
frequency accelerates the picking and shipping of
products. The solution can be configured to support
returns for replacement or repair, enabling recalibration
and servicing operations. Integrated yard management
capabilities give you visibility into the exact age and
location of your trailers and how long each dock door
has been occupied. Alerts can be set and sent to warn
managers when thresholds are exceeded.

Apptricity Work Order
From creating and assigning requests to prioritizing
work orders, Apptricity Work Order provides all the
necessary tools to keep employees organized and
management informed. You can include budgeted
hours or costs — including markups — with each
work order to keep services within budget and to help
maintain profit margin.
Jobs are executed with efficiency, in the correct order
and according to need. Drag-and-drop functionality
allows you to quickly assign new work orders to a
specific date and/or employee. Technicians can perform
their tasks by using the system on a mobile device. Our
solution easily enforces employee accountability. It can
ensure timely responses and safeguard work quality,
all while contributing to the bottom line, promoting a
paper-free process and supporting green initiatives.

CIO Review recently named Apptricity a
Top 20 Most Promising Supply Chain Tech
Solution Provider (2017).
http://info.apptricity.com/hubfs/Articles/CIO_Review_2017.pdf
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